NAVIGATING NEW ECONOMIC REALITIES

REPORTS

Navigating new economic realities
The pandemic will have an unprecedented impact on
livelihoods and finances, especially for younger generations.
With economic stress spiking, consumers across regions are
newly prioritizing financial wellness.
The Covid-19 is affecting personal finances and changing
attitudes toward spending, saving and minding money that
challenge existing practices and highlight the opportunities of
the banking and financial system.

Pandemic’s Personal Finance Toll
Household finances

Economic inequality

30% -80% of Household Financial
decision makers across the globe
report decreases in income and
savings

Low income earners are twice as likely
to have lost jobs than high-income
earners , while only 23% of lower
income employees have emergency
funds

Job security

Work performance

People concerned about their jobs
also have less than four months of
savings

Employees believe that financial
concerns preventing them from
performing their best at work

Source : McKinsey 2020, Pew research 2020, Britain's chartered Institute of Professional Development

Anxiety for all generations

Gen Z - The career starters
Today’s graduates are 13% less likely to be
employed in three-years’ time than if the
pandemic had not happened. For Gen Z,
the impact is especially harsh for those
starting out in their careers.

Millennials ‘The Recessionals’ :
Taking the hit of coronavirus while bearing
the scars of the previous financial crisis.
74% admit that Covid-19 has change the way
they think about money. The continuum of
recessions leave what economists calls
“wage scars”, where the lower starting rate of
pay stays with you throughout your career.

Source : FT.COM. Stylus.COM, Prudential financial wellness,

Gen X & Boomers – the retirement
issue:
The top cause of anxiety for the idea they
will never be able to retire, and will have to
work as long as they are able.

The opportunity for financial institutions

In the face of massive societal and economic change, banks and financial management entities are well
positioned to serve once again as pillars of stability for consumers, companies, and society.
Start a dialogue around financial wellness, the floodgates will open on honest, constructive conversations
about the role that money plays in our health and beyond.
Savvy brands are offering self-care for the economically stressed, are supporting the desire of security
and valuable choices

Banks have the opportunity to redefine a new relationship with its
customers and the community in which they operate.

Mindful approach to Money

Healthier Finance Habits:
The pandemic has pushed consumers into more
proactive financial behaviors.
New habits include:
• tracking their money more closely (37%),
• reducing daily spending (33%) and
• maintaining a monthly budget (31%) .

“

It’s as if Covid-19 forced me to
Financial adulthood. The pandemic
is jolting me into becoming more
fiscally responsible.

Looking to long-term impact on financial actions,
people say they want to save more toward
emergency funds (38%) and spend less on
nonessentials (37%)

Source : Stylus trend forecasting, NerdWallet, 2020

This budget-first focus is driving attention
to personal finance influencers like USbased Clever Girl Finance Instagram
account that empowers women to
achieve financial wellness. The account
grew from around 200,000 followers in a
seven months during the pandemic
period

UK-based app Chip utilises an artificial
intelligence algorithm to calculate how much a
user can afford to save without it impacting
their current lifestyle, automatically storing the
savings in a 'pot’.
Users give the app read-only access to their
bank account and allow it to analyse spending
behaviour.

Dave is a mission-driven banking app
that helps over 4 million members thrive,
and not just survive, between
paychecks. , Dave helps with budgeting,
building credit, finding work and
accessing money to cover immediate
expenses before payday Dave shares
its revenue with charities to feed families
and plant trees.

Education,
financial literacy and upskilling

Current, a financial app for teens, rewards
good behavior. It allows parents to transfer
pocket money on a pre-paid debit card and
monitor their kids’ spending. Parents can
set them challenges and reward them –
tapping the audience of digitally savvy Gen
Zers.

GoHenry has revolutionised pocket money by
providing prepaid cards for young people
aged six to 18. Parents can use a shared app
to transfer weekly allowances, set up 'tasks' to
earn the money, and decide where their
children can spend (online, in shops and at
cash machines). Parents also receive
notifications about how and where card-users
are spending.

Money Talks Edu is a nonprofit organization
established for the purpose of creating proactive
resolutions to socioeconomic and economic
disparities. engages children to learn about money,
the value of money, the use of money, and the
importance of understanding money as an asset to
use on their behalf
The Obama Foundation runs the Obama youth Job
corsp to provide ill provide workforce readiness
training. The program delves into workforce
readiness training, and financial literacy

Membership-Based Money Hub:
An example of catering to new personalfinance needs comes from US firm Ellevest,
a robo-adviser for women. In June, Ellevest
introduced a low-cost membership (from $1
to $9 monthly), motivated by a new
outpouring of personal-finance questions
from clients.
Membership includes access to a dashboard
for help navigating decisions, courses and
workshops, a banking option with debit card,
and a new educational feature called The
Edit in Ellevest’s app

Making Finance Edu-taining:
Innovative and relevant formats for the new generations
fuel the appetite for better financial understanding.
Money-advice platform The Financial Diet’s YouTube
channel recently added a College Student’s Guide to
Money series;
While dubious financial advice proliferates on TikTok,
American Gen Zer Adi Adara has amassed over 750k
followers with top-line explanations of basics like how
college students can get tax deductions and 401ks.
Finance podcast What the Flux: Bite-Sized Business
News, by a group of 20 year-olds, has amassed 100,000
monthly unique listeners since launching in January (12%
are aged 18-22, 24% are 23-27, and 26% are 28-34).

Money and emotional wellness

Financial Therapy
The pandemic has brought into the spotlight on the
nascent field of financial therapy, a process to help people
“think, feel and behave differently with money to improve
overall wellbeing”.
American banks start offering free money coaching
Capital one provides virtual money coaching to help
customers address or prevent issues with money.
Earlier this year US investment
company Morningstar piloted an AI-based beta tool , codeveloped with financial-planning therapist Megan McCoy,
to help individual and families discuss money concerns.
Users first chat individually with robot avatar Mo, which
then provides tailored advice and resources for how to talk
constructively about finances together.

Self care for the economically
stressed
For a limited time, meditation app Headspace
offered a year's free membership to
unemployed US and UK isers – “to help you
feel less stressed, more resilient and kinder to
yourself.”
Headspace also added several meditations
addressing unemployment, via themes such as
“Adapting to sudden change” and “Recovering
confidence

Supporting the ‘young old’ for the ‘extra time’

Growing old, as individuals and nations, need not
mean growing frailer and duller. As the generation
of 60+ don’t consider themselves as old and are
not ready or want to retire, societies redefine what
it’s like to live longer
A growing group of people are defying the labels,
the don’t see themselves as old, don’t act old, and
don’t buy products or services marketed to old
The ‘Young-Old’ are very active, healthy and
productive.
Harnessing their energy creates a range of
opportunities for brands, companies and
employers while also dealing with many of the
pathologies of the ageing society
(more than 40 per cent of the NHS budget is spent on the
over-65s).
Source: Extra Time: Ten Lessons for An Ageing World’, by Camilla
Cavendish

The opportunities for financial
organizations
Insurance companies and brands can create an
entire ecosystem of services and products that
cater to the changing growing population, rising
beyond the ageism stereotypes and adding value
to the lives of a great number of people.

- Organize training programs on how this
audience can leverage their competitive
advantages in the workplace
- Provide solutions and opportunities for
upskilling and reskilling
- Create opportunities for cross generationa
mentoring schemes that bridge generational
divide
- Create custom plans that provide solutions for
the extra time that leverage the energy the
wellness and wisdom of the “young old”

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Decode Money on Your Audience’s Terms
Make basic personal-finance information accessible by meeting your audience where they are,
whether that’s mini-knowledge bombs on TikTok, upbeat YouTube videos or in-app tips. Speak to
specific demographics and communities, from parents and students, to women or startupers
Prepare for the Mindful Spender
As the pandemic drives more cautious behaviour, brands must showcase their new role as a valuable
partner to consumers who are in the turmoil of ongoing disruption and change. Motivate and enable
good money management, products that are relevant to the new mindset and behaviors
Give New Workers a Leg Up
The youngest labor force members could be severely set back as they transition into adulthood. Help
maximize their earning potential with tools and coaching. Provide upskilling opportunities, positioning
your brand as a professional ally of the ambitious Gen Zers.
Cater for the growing audience of the ‘young old’
Create solutions and opportunities that leverage the experience and wisdom of the. Build initiatives
that break the stereotypes of ageism , provide useful advise and roadmaps to mature professionals

